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Abstract: The paper deals with snake-like robots. There are several types of snake-like locomotions. Biological example
– snake always select the best type of locomotion in accordance with terrain. Big manoeuvrability leads many teams to
develop snake-like robots. These structures have many degree of freedom and it is complicated to control them.
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Introduction

Many ground locomotion devices often use endless
rotating elements such as wheels or tracks. Endless rotating
elements are the fascinating elements in ma-chines. These
elements have one big disadvantage. They are not suitable
for ex-tremely rough terrain. There is no analogy for
wheels and tracks in the nature. In this time, there are a lot
of applications with biologically inspired locomotion.
Place for biologically inspired locomotion is mainly in
cases, where we cannot use wheels or tracks. Living
organisms are able to adapt to surround conditions, because of its physiological needs. Consequently, they are
able to change own shape and locomotion type.
Biologically inspired snake robots are able to perform
the motion in environ-ments where other types of transport
mechanisms fail. Snake robots are usually composed of
many identical segments. A snake robot’s body structure is
self-enabling, and offers mechanical transport performance
characteristics that are highly desired. However, snake
robot body structures are difficult to control.
The most famous research of snake like locomotion
comes from Hirose & Yoneda Lab. Their results are
summarized in book [1].
They have observed four basic types of snake
locomotion. Using of these lo-comotion types depends on
environment condition and purpose of locomotion. These
locomotion types can be divided into these four modes [1]:
1. serpentine locomotion
2. rectilinear locomotion
3. concertina locomotion
4. sidewinding locomotion

Serpentine locomotion is the locomotion to be seen
typically in almost kinds of snake, and is a gliding mode
whose characteristic is that each part of body makes similar
tracks. From ancient times this has been the mode which
has propelled snakes like flowing water between rocks, for
instance, and has surprised humans, and of the four modes
this can be thought of as the most efficient.
Rectilinear locomotion is the gliding method performed
with a special configu-ration by large snake such as boas
and vipers when approaching their prey or when gliding
over a smooth surface.
Concertina locomotion is gliding method used by
snakes confined to a straight path over a narrow straight
line, and by snakes placed on floor surfaces, for ex-ample,
which are extremely slippery. In particular, the gliding
configuration on such a floor surface uses the phenomenon
that theoretical terms the coefficient of the static friction is
greater than the coefficient of dynamic friction. For this
rea-son, propulsion is possible even in a very slippery
environment, using this gliding mode. However, the
efficiency of such propulsion is extremely low.
Sidewinding locomotion is the gliding method used by
snake such as the rattle-snake which live in the desert, and
which lift part of their body while gliding and propel
themselves like a tumbling spiral coil. In this mode of
locomotion, there is no sliding movement between the
body and surface glided over, its dynamic characteristic
being that the body usually contacts the ground from
above. Be-cause of this characteristic, sliding friction
resistance is small, and in locomotions in environments
which are not firm, such as sandy ground, the locomotive
effi-ciency is high [1].
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Serpentine

Rectilinear

Every article has one degree of freedom in regard to
neighbour robot article. These plane joints are driven with
actuators. As actuator is chosen position servomechanism.
General problem for design of locomotion algorithm is
timing of sequence. Time of every joint rotation is
dependent on its loading and position. Therefore,
microcontroller needs information about actual angular
position of every joint. Ideal solution is to use information
from internal potentiometer as feedback for our
microcontroller.
The article of the robot consists of 13 parts. Symmetry
and precision of every part has been very important
requirement. It has been needed for obtaining of stabile
locomotion.

Concertina

Sidewinding

Figure 1 Snake-like locomotion modes [1]
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Concept of the snake-like robot
composed from 1DOF segments

Snake-like robot consist of many joints for obtaining of
many degree of freedom to obtain high level of mobility.
Many joints means many actuators and complicated
controlling. For this reason, it is necessary to make
decision. How many joints is necessary for robot. We have
to select as least as possible.
Our robot “Hadik” consists of eight articles also called
as segments joined with seven plane joints (fig. 2). Every
segment has one degree of freedom (DOF). The base of the
kinematic principle lies on alternating of vertical and
horizontal plane joints. First article (head) and last article
(tail) are designed with vertical plane joint, because of their
possibility to cross any obstacles (fig. 3). Therefore, every
kinematic pair is designed with one degree of freedom.
Figure 3 Article (segment) of the snake-like robot

3D model has been created for verification of
functionality and possible collisions between parts in
locomotion. Realisation of the robot brought several
problems. It has been necessary to solve technology
process, precision of bending, placement of wires etc. (fig.
4).

Figure 2 Structure of snake-like robot “Hadik”
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Figure 4 3D model of the snake-like robot

Realisation of the snake-like robot “Hadik” is shown on
figure 5.

Figure 7 Rotation in segment for snake-like robot “Locosnake”

Figure 8 Linear stroke in segment for snake-like robot
“Locosnake”

LocoSnake was constructed from parts made by a 3D
printer. One link of Lo-coSnake weights 250 g and has a
maximum length of 131 mm, width of 80,2 mm, and height
of 47 mm. Figure 9 shows the realisation of snake-like
robot “Locosnake”.

Figure 5 Realisation of the snake-like robot “Hadik”

3

Concept of the snake-like robot
composed from 2DOF segments

Concept of snake-like robot “Locosnake” consists of
segments with 2 degree of freedom (DOF). Figure 6 shows
the kinematic structure of it.

Figure 9 Realisation of snake-like robot “Locosnake”
Figure 6 Concept of 2DOF segment for snake-like robot
“Locosnake”

4

LocoSnake is a unique kinematic structure not
previously utilized. Each segment of the snake robot
possesses two degrees of freedom. Along one degree of
freedom, a segment may rotate ± 90° (fig. 7). Along the
other, a segment may effect a linear translation up to 50mm
(fig. 8). Each segment end is equipped with a clutch which
ena-bles the connection of other parts, signal cables, and
provides power source cable transportation, see Figure 6.
The kinematic structure of the snake robot was
designed using SolidWorks software, see Figure 2 and 3
for models. It was necessary to specify dimensional
requirements to ensure the accuracy of the model’s
configuration. The dimen-sions of the model’s action parts
were most important.

Conclusion

Locomotion is basic of the live of living organisms.
They need locomotion for food finding, for avoiding from
enemy or another dangerous. Ways of locomotion are very
often as inspiration for design of various locomotion
devices [2-21].
Snake robots possess the ability to work within a broad
range of applications where conventional mechanisms
ineffective. These robots, inspired by the nature, provide
potential solutions to designers and researches, and they
introduce numerous undetermined questions and problems.
Pipe inspection is an application snake robots are well
suited to, and this area of application has not yet been
investigated in detail.
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